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Introduction This year, our
report focuses on
Transformation 

How can NextGens become the 
‘agent of change’ in transforming 
their family business?

What different roles can 
NextGens play in their family 
business?

What challenges hinder the 
next generation of family 
businesses?

How can the next 
generation overcome these 
challenges?

Four paths to success
- Stewards
- Transformers
- Intrapreneurs
- Entrapreneurs

Many businesses in Sri Lanka are family owned and 
built on a strong foundation of values. However, with 
expansion, they are faced with challenges unique to 
family businesses, mostly revolving around 
transformation and succession planning, business 
continuity and dealing with differing opinions across 
families and generations. Research suggests that only 
60% of family-owned businesses are passed on from 
the founding generation to the second generation, with 
even less surviving the third and fourth generations.

Given the NextGen’s pivotal role in the survival of their 
family businesses, PwC surveyed over 950 people 
from 69 territories across 5 continents and 11 
industries to help us better understand your priorities, 
your vision for the future and your biggest challenges.
According to our survey, globally, most NextGens feel 
they are ready to act as “agents of change” of their 
respective companies. They believe they have the 
skills and vision to make a difference as their company 
embarks on digital transformation, but they are 
concerned that the current generation of leadership is 
not ready to trust them.

We at PwC, we are dedicated to helping you manage 
ownership and growth, today and tomorrow in order to 
achieve your long-term goals.

The key highlights of how Sri Lankan NextGens 
responded and how they compare against Global 
NextGens has been highlighted in this report. Results 
of 42 respondents across 11 industries have been 
summarized below.



NextGen want to play an active role in the future success
of their family business 

What different roles can NextGens play in their family business?

76%Yes, I am engaged in my 
family business today

19%No, I am not engaged today, 
but intend to be in the future

5%No, I am not engaged today 
and will not be in the future

50%

Sri Lanka

70%

13%

17%

Global

50%

18% 18%

13%

53%

30%

10%

20%

Management Minority
shareholder

Majority
shareholder

Entrepreneur
(not supported
by the family)

Today

2025

Listen to new ideas and suggestions 
from us, and help us in executing these 
ideas while allowing us to take risks....

NextGen Sri Lanka

Sri Lankan NextGen family members show a great commitment 
and ambition to be a part of the success of their family business. 
Only 5% of Sri Lankan respondents are unwilling to get involved in 
their family business compared to 17% in the Global Survey.

of you are currently involved in 
management, and want to continue 
in management in the future.

Interestingly, more of you prefer 
to hold a minority stake in the 
business by 2025 possibly stemming 
from your desire to follow your 
dreams of being an Entrepreneur 
(not supported by the family).



Many of you already play a significant role within your
business, yet some still feel unheard 

What different roles can NextGens play in their family business?

45%
I have been given the
opportunity to lead a 
specific change project 
or initiative within the 
business 

I feel the need
to prove myself
before I can put

forward ideas for
change

I need to 
understand more 

about how the business 
operates before I can 

suggest changes

30% 20% 15%

They defer to
my expertise in 
specific areas 

only

8%

Feel that their opinion
on business matters

are hardly sought out
and their suggestions

for change are not
listened to

A sizeable minority feel you still don’t have the “license to operate”

Give us the time and opportunity to make mistakes and learn, while guiding us 
along the path that we choose

NextGen Sri Lanka

Provide an open 
platform in the current 
business for open minded 
thinking so that we can 
present our ideas to an 
open forum

NextGen Sri Lanka



NextGens feel they could add value to key priorities of their business

How can NextGens  become the ‘agent of change’ in transforming their family business?
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You believe that “attracting, retaining and upskilling staff” are significant priorities for your business. 
“Having a strategy fit for the digital age” is also a key priority in your view, with almost 80% saying 
they could personally add significant value in achieving this.

Investigation in new business ideas

Upskilling staff

Clear business vision

Professionalizing and modernizing
management practices

Business strategy "fit for digital age"

International expansion

Diversification of products and
services

Reinvest in business 
development

The current business leaders must have a clear 

idea of where we fit in the business, now and in the 

future. Once they identify this, they must groom 

and nurture us in order to integrate us into 

the business

NextGen Sri Lanka

% of NextGen indicating - most significant business priorities
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Highly aligned priorities:
Talent, Technology, 
Management

Attracting and retaining talent



63%
Economic

uncertainty

1 in 2 believe that you are better than your competitors in terms of customer focus and level of
employee engagement.

Similar to the Global Survey results roughly 25% of you believe that your family business is worse off 
than your competitors in terms of effective use of technology and using modern management practices.

Many of you feel your family business lags behind in using technology

How can NextGens become the ‘agent of change’ in transforming their family business?

65%

60%

53%

Changing
customer needs

and behaviour

Competition in
our market

Changing
technology

Driver for change

Adapt new trends and allow 

us - the newer generation, to 

invest in technology so as to 

survive in the future
NextGen Sri Lanka

Key drivers of change you identified in your business:

25%
Effecive use of
technology

28%
Professional and 
modern management 
practices

49%
Customer
focus

47%
Employee
engagement

Worse than our competitors Better than our competitors



52%

The biggest obstacles to your progress are:

Over 70% of you feel that your level of expertise is your biggest constraint similar to your counterparts 
across the world. 

Competition with other family members for positions in the business and competition with non-family 
members for positions within the business seem less of a constraint to you.

72% feel your level of expertise limits you from making 
an impact in the business

What challenges hinder the next generation of family businesses?

26%

28%

21%

26%

23%

28%

My level of experience outside of the family business

Level of confidence / self-doubt

A complex organisational structure within the family business

Minor constraint Major constraint

57% 15%My level of expertise 72%

49%

51%



Most of you believe "leadership" is an important skill required to overcome challenges you face within 
your family business. Similarly you are confident that you are highly competent in this aspect as 
well (4.6/6).

What skills do you feel are essential to overcome the 
challenges you face?

How can the next generation overcome these challenges?

 

Problem solving, strategic thinking and financial management skills are also key, in your view.
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Legal and compliance

Human resources Marketing and sales

Technology

Financial management

Leadership

Problem solving and strategic thinking

Operations

Communications

Business and economic trends  Global mindset

Area highlighting positive correlation between 
competency and important skills for the business

You feel skills development is key to adding value to your
business

How can the next generation overcome these challenges?

of Sri Lankan NextGens believe "skills 
development" will help you the most in 
adding value to the process of overcoming 
challenges you face.
Interestingly, Global NextGens see more 
value in mentoring, shadowing and peer to 
peer networking.
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65% 65%
61%

48%
43% 42% 41%

Skills
development

Mentoring or
shadowing

Peer to peer
networking

Work experience
outside of the

family business

Interna�onal
exposure



Intrapreneurs

Stewards Transformers Intrapreneurs Entrepreneurs 

Stewards TransformersEntrepreneurs

Are you a NextGen transformer, a steward, an intrapreneur or an entrepreneur in your family
business? Take the PwC NextGen Survey Quiz to find out: https://pwc.to/NextGen2019

Data segmentation: based on Global respondents (956)

8% 20% 26% 46%

Four paths to success...

of you resort to developing 
the above skills by attending 
university or business schools.

Global NextGens feel attending 
conferences or seminars is as 
effective as attending college or 
business school.

73%
73%

61%

College/University
/Business school

38%

57%

Conferences
or seminars

15%

27%

On demand or live
virtual training
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Focus on protecting 
the profitability of 
the family firm, and 
ensuring its 
long-term 
sustainability.

Take on the task of 
driving significant 
change in the family 
firm, with the scope 
and support to do so.

Set up their own 
venture within the 
family business, often 
with family financial 
backing.

Set up their own 
separate venture 
outside the family 
firm, with no profits 
going back to the 
family business.

What is your NextGen personality?

How do you acquire these skills?

How can the next generation overcome these challenges?



Recommendations for Stewards 
• Don’t take things for granted 
• Be mindful of your family legacy and what 
 your family business stands for
•  You don’t have to know everything
•  Think outside of the box

 

• Communicate clearly what you expect from the NextGen
•  Set out clear, shared family values
•  Allow the NextGen to be themselves
•  Give the NextGen opportunities to learn from you
•  Avoid excessive pressure

Our Recommendations for the 
Current Generation 

Recommendations for Transformers  
• Understand the perspective of the current 
 generation
•  In an era of business disruption don’t be afraid to 
 innovate. Act fast
•  Don’t be entitled, respect current employees and 
 focus on impact. Respect the current generation’s 
 reasons for the decisions they took, even if you 
 believe change is needed 
•  Collaborate widely. Do not compare yourself
 only with your traditional competition but redefine 
 your competition and the boundaries of your industry 
•  Qualify and track progress. Seek constructive
 feedback and learn from your mistakes

  

• Be open to change
•  Flexible corporate governance structures
•  Mentorship with a long term view
•  Foster a culture that motivates the NextGen by expecting 
 and accepting mistakes and focusing on the lessons
  they offer
•  Be honest and share as much information as possible with   
 the NextGens to help them understand the issues the 
 company faces and grow into seasoned executives 

Our Recommendations for the 
Current Generation 

Recommendations for Entrepreneurs
• Learn everything you can from your family legacy
•  Become an expert in the field that fascinates you,   
 before you attempt to launch a business
•  Create a vision 
•  Seek support – don’t try to do it on your own   
• Learn how to delegate and draw on advice and   
 support of your family business as much as    
 possible. Be open to mentoring
•  Trust yourself – listen to your inner voice and   
 decide for yourself what you believe is great   
 work

 

• Prepare for change 
•  Support their ambitions 
•  Broaden their work experiences 
•  Respect different life choices
•  Have faith in their ventures

Our Recommendations for the 
Current Generation 

Recommendations for Intrapreneurs
• Take calculated risks in pursuit of business and  
 personal growth, but communicate and be    
 transparent about how the venture is progressing   
 with the family that is funding your venture
•  Find an opportunity and make maximum use of   
 your family’s resources and network to build the   
 business
•  Develop in-depth knowledge of the market and   
 region you are entering
•  Ensure your venture aligns with the values set out   
 by the current generation
•  Constantly seek out technological innovations   
 that could benefit your venture or the family  
 business 

 

 

• Encourage the NextGen to take risks and foster a culture  
 that motivates them by accepting mistakes and focusing on  
 the lessons they offer. Make sure that you have deadlines  
 and a formal structure like a shark tank to evaluate the   
 success of the venture
•  Set aside opportunities for the NextGen to set up and   
 manage a business. Help them develop their leadership   
 qualities
•  Provide ideas, feedback, and share experiences from the   
 past. Start this process early in their career
•  Work together with the NextGen to set out clear values
•  Be open to new technologies and innovations. Look for   
 ways to incorporate them into the family business

 
 
 

Our Recommendations for the 
Current Generation 



Our Survey respondent 
demographics

PwC NextGen Academy 2020

Most respondents were of the

2nd Generation

73%

28%

Male Female

15%
First generation

48%
Second generation

25%
Third generation

8%
Fourth generation

0%
Fifth generation

and above

We surveyed 42 Sri Lankan NextGens, which 
was one of the highest responses for the Global Survey. 
Our respondents were spread across 11 industries.

● Industrial and manufacturing 35% (Global 29%)
● Building, construction and real estate 18% (Global 14%)
● Retail, hospitality, logistics and finance 8% each

Given that a higher % of Sri Lankan respondents are much 
younger, aspects such as skills development, their competencies 
and challenges they face could vary to a certain degree in 
comparison to the Global Survey.

Learn your passion! 
“An entrepreneurial boot 
camp for young successors 
eager to explore their own 
potential and entrepreneurial 
skills”

INSEAD Business School,
Fontainebleau/Paris, France 
26 July - 1 August 
Recommended ages: 16-20 

Kindly reach out to us for more information regarding these programmes

Explorer Academy 

Learn your business! 
“Leaders of tomorrow build 
on their knowledge and 
strengths. Focus on the tech, 
food and fashion start-up scene 
as well as impact investing 
and philanthropy”

ESMT, Berlin, Germany
23 - 29 August 
Recommended ages: 20-26

Accelerator Academy 

Learn how to lead!
“Successors and 
entrepreneurs transform 
their businesses and shape 
their family legacies”

MIT Sloan, 
Cambridge/Boston, US
9 - 15 August
Recommended ages: 26-36

Leader Academy 

33%

55%

8%10%

51%

36%

21-24 25-34 35+

Sri Lanka Global

Age category



THANK YOU!
We would like to thank the 42 NextGens who

generously gave their time to participate in the survey.

We at PwC are committed to helping families and their businesses achieve 
their long term goals.

No matter what your size, industry or market, PwC’s family business advisors are 
there to assist you. From strategy and governance, to business transition and 

private wealth, to putting your values in action, we have the tools, people and 
presence to help you manage your family enterprise and build lasting value.

Ruvini Fernando
Practice Leader | 
Family business advisory services, 
Sri Lanka
Email: ruvini.fernando@pwc.com
Office: +94-11-7719838 ext. 5401

Lasanga Abeysuriya
Advisory Leader |
Family business advisory services, 
Sri Lanka
Email: lasanga.abeysuriya@pwc.com
Office: +94-11-7719838 ext. 5004

© 2019 PricewaterhouseCoopers (Private) Limited. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the Sri Lanka member �rm, and may sometimes refer to the PwC 
network. Each member �rm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for further details.

This publication by PwC has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You 
should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining speci�c professional advice. No representation or warranty
(express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted
by law, PwC does not accept or assume any liability,responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or
refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.


